
CONTRACTORS WARDROBE®, INC.
26121 Avenue Hall

Valencia, California 91355

LIMITED WARRANTY on Duraflect® Copper-Free Mirror

Coverage Provided:   
This warranty is made by Contractors Wardrobe® Inc., located at 26121 Avenue Hall, Valencia, California 
91355.  Subject to the conditions, exclusions and limitations contained in this Limited Warranty, Contractors 
Wardrobe® warrants, to its immediate customer only, that mirror properly coated by Contractors 
Wardrobe® will retain the integrity of its reflective surface for five (5) years from the date of manufacture (as 
stamped on the back of the mirror), as specifically set forth below:

Any clearly visible loss of silvering (reflective surface) due to: 
1. Natural atmospheric conditions; 
2. Attack by household mirror cleaning products except any whole purpose cleaning product containing 
bleach; 
3. Any edge corrosion (black edge) visible to the naked eye.

In the event that mirror covered by this warranty exhibits clearly visible loss of silvering (reflective surface) 
as noted above during the warranty term, Contractors Wardrobe® will inspect the mirror under complaint to 
determine the cause(s) of failure. If, in its sole determination, Contractors Wardrobe® determines that the 
failure is covered under this warranty, Contractors Wardrobe® will replace or credit the mirror at Contractors 
Wardrobe® discretion.

Where such mirror is in a frame, or attached to a wall or any other substrate, or part of a larger mirror 
installation, Contractors Wardrobe® will only be responsible for replacing or crediting the defective mirror, 
and Contractors Wardrobe® shall not be liable for the cost of removal or installation of, or any incidental, 
consequential or other damages in connection with such material. No labor costs are covered by this 
warranty. 

Coverage Requirements:
To qualify for this warranty, the mirror must be:

1. Delivered free of damage to the reflective or paint films caused by cutting, beveling, grinding or any 
other form of edge work or handling; and
2. Installed using industry best practice as set forth in guidelines produced by the Mirror Division of the 
Glass Association of North America (GANA).

Exclusions:This warranty is not valid on mirror:
1. Installed in unnatural atmospheric conditions, such as but not limited to saunas and steam rooms;
2. Installed in commercial environments using a “J” or “U” or any other type of liquid-entrapping molding;
3. Installed using rubberized adhesives or any other mirror adhesive different than Palmer Mirror Mastic®;
4. If the mirror product is damaged or altered by handling, storage, fabrication or installation; 
5. Damaged by fire, smoke or flood; or
6. Containing scratches or other damage to the protective paint film(s), caused prior to or during 
installation, that result in degradation of the reflective surface;
7. The use of products containing sulfur such as rubber bumpers or rubber tabs or Gunther Extra/Build;
8. If the mirror product or coatings is attacked by incompatible glazing lubricants, glazing soaps, 
incompatible glazing gaskets, glazing sealants or silicones, incompatible cleaning fluids or moisture 
runoff, gluing or attachment of non-Contractors Wardrobe® applied films, direct contact with paints, 
adhesives, solvents or insulation, or exposure to solvent or chemical fumes; 
9. If the mirror product was discarded or destroyed;
10. If the mirror product is installed or used in an application other than indoor use.
11. Contractors Wardrobe® shall be given reasonable time to inspect any mirror product which is alleged 
to be defective prior to its removal from the glazing system, installation or fabrication. 

This warranty is valid only in the United States. 
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Definitions:
“Natural atmospheric conditions” – those naturally occurring conditions determined by a 
combination of air temperature, pressure and humidity, in any combination.

Claim Procedure:
If, during the warranty period, you have a complaint about the reflective quality of the Duraflect® 
mirror as manufactured by Contractors Wardrobe ®  , Inc., you may write to the Duraflect® Mirror 
Warranty Department of Contractors Wardrobe® , Inc., located at 26121 Avenue Hall, Valencia, 
California 91355, giving full details of the claim and noting the warranty code printed on the back of 
the mirror.

Disclaimer of Implied and Other Warranties:
Contractors Wardrobe®, Inc. disclaims all warranties, express or implied, including the warranty of 
merchantability and the warranty of fitness for a particular purpose.

Your rights under this warranty are your exclusive remedies for any failure of Duraflect® mirror to 
comply with any express or implied warranty. Contractors Wardrobe® , Inc. shall not be liable in 
either tort or contract for any loss or damage whether direct, consequential or incidental arising out 
of the use or inability to use Duraflect® mirrors. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation 
of incidental or consequential damages, sothe above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you mayalso have other rights, which vary from 
state to state.
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